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G. Gordon Liddy: Americans live in litiision'
Military strength
insufficient

Watergate to become
historic footnote

See related article, page 3
By JEFF GAMMAGE
Millions of Americans live in states
of illusion about U.S. military
strength, politics and society, convicted Watergate conspirator G.
Gordon Liddy said Tuesday in Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
Liddy addressed a three-quarters
full auditorium of about 650 people.
"So many of our fellow citizens,
millions, live lives of illusion," Liddy
said. "Either they are unable at all to
apprehend the real, or if they can,
they tend to run away from it, shun
the harsher aspects of it.
"The idea being I suppose that if
you don't look at it, if you pretend it
isn't
there,
that
somehow
miraculously it will disappear, you
won't have to deal with and cope with
it.
"I was in nine prisons in this
country not one of them was called a
prison. Some were referred to as
penitentiaries although I certainly
can't recall anybody there who was
penitent — certainly not I.
"Others are called corrections
institutions. In the four and a hah*
years that I was there, I never saw
them correct a soul."
Liddy said the United States does
not have even "rough military
parity" with the Soviet Union.
He said the U.S. lags behind when
artillery, tanks and nuclear missiles
are compared.
Young Americans should plan on
the draft being a part of their life, he
said.
Liddy was particularly critical of
the military's recruits in recent
years. "They have been recruiting up
to 50 percent from persons they refer
to as being in mental category four —
that's the John Sirica category — the
room temperature IQ."
He noted these troops cannot
maintain nor operate sophisticated
See SPEECH, page 2

By JEFF GAMMAGE
Watergate and its related crimes
will be little more than a footnote in
future U.S. history books, according
to convicted Watergate conspirator G.
Gordon Liddy.
Liddy made his remarks in an in-

Interview
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G.GORDON LIDDY...
"The problem the American citizen has is that he does not understand the nature of
the world. The world is a very bad neighborhood—at three in the morning."

terview shortly after his speech here
Tuesday night.
"In as much as it terminated a
presidency, it will be reportable," he
said. Watergate will be noted for the
public hysteria it generated rather
than for the actual crimes committed,
Liddy said. It will be viewed by future
generations in the same way we now
view the Salem witch trials and the
Sacco and Vanzetti trial today, he
added.
Liddy said he committed no crimes
during Watergate and said he fdt "no
sense of remorse" for any of his
Watergate related actions. "The
important thing of the failure was the
problems it caused the president, not
the problems it caused me." He noted,
"I would break the law but I would
never compromise an ideal."
Liddy served 4V* years of a 2lVfcyear sentence for Watergate related
crimes.
Liddy said he would not hesitate to
kill another human being if
necessary. He said that during the
Nixon administration he suggested to
White House officials that columnist
Jack Anderson be murdered. This
was because Anderson had published
information which Liddy said led to
the death of a U.S. intelligence agent
Liddy said he would kill most
readily in self-defense. "I would not
hesitate to kill if someone were about
to kill you, or me. It would not bother
me at all."
The news media today, both
television and print, can be divided
See INTERVIEW, page 2

Homecoming theft nets $4,700 worth of art
JMU soccer players
have Initiated a petition
calling
for
the
removal of soccer coach
Rober Vanderwarker.
See Sports, page 13.
An
AII-American
archer here will spend
her Thanksgiving break
receiving
Olympic
training in Colorado.
See Sports, page 14.
Area grocery stores
differ little in their
prices, according to a
recent price sampling.
See CHy News, page 20.

By JEFF GAMMAGE
About $4,700 in artwork was stolen from
a faculty office in the Duke Fine Arts
Center sometime during Homecoming
weekend, according to campus police.
The works were stolen from the office of
art department head Jay Kane sometime
between 5 p.m. Nov. 6 and 8 a.m. Nov. 9,
according to security officer Robert
Baker.
There were no signs of forced entry and
Kane said the door was locked when he left
the office Friday, according to Baker.
Police believe the theft may have been
committed by someone who had a key to
the office, Baker added.
Kane confirmed that he locked the door
when leaving Friday. He noted that the
thief had to pass through two doors to gain
entry to the inner office.
Stolen was a Thomas Birch painting
worth about $2,500, Kane said. The
painting was acquired by James Madison
University two weeks ago, and was to be
transfered to Sawhill Gallery, Baker said.

The painting is of a river scene and is
titled, "Looking Down the Schuylkill."
Also stolen was a portfolio belonging to
senior Rita McCaslin, Baker said*. The
large black portfolio contained drawings,
unmatted prints and a book of mixed
media works, valued at $1,600, according
•to Kane.
"It just burns me up," McCaslin said.
"I've worked really hard. I'm not blaming
security or anything, but it really burns
me up."
Some of McCaslin's art has appeared in
the JMU literary magazine Chrysalis; one
porfolio piece was the cover of the i960
issue.
Two stained glass artworks worth about
$600 also were taken, Kane said. One of the
pieces was hanging in the office window,
but police are unsure whether the work
lured the thief into the office. Baker said.
The stained glass works are 16 inches by 22
inches and have wood frames, he added.
Kane said one work belongs to him and the
other to one of his students.

"The thing we're really interested in is
recovering Ms. McCaslin's work," Baker
said. McCaslin's art was being evaluated
for a. graduate school recommendation,
she said.
Police have no leads in the case, nor do
they have a motive for the theft. Baker
said.
"The worst thing about this is that two
students lost their work," Kane said. The
quality of art exhibited at JMU may go
down as a result of the theft, he said. The
department may be unable to exhibit
expensive pieces if insurance costs increase because of the theft, Kane said.
The Birch painting might be covered by
insurance, Kane said. The painting was
not directly insured, but might be covered
by a general policy which insures all
exhibited items, Kane said.
The art department is offering a cash
reward pf about $50 for information
leading to the arrest of the thief, Kane
said.
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* Speech
(Continued from page 1)
military machinery.
"The problem the American
citizen has, that is not shared
by the European, the African,
the Asian, is that he does not
understand the nature of the
world. The world is not Palm
Beach and Beverly Hills. The
world is a very bad neighborhood — at three in the
morning."
Liddy was sentenced for
Watergate crimes by Judge
John Sirica and was sentenced
to 21'* years in prison. He
served 4'£ years.
"Watergate ... should be
understood for what it actually was: It was two
breaking and enterings into
the headquarters of the
Democratic National Committee in the Watergate Office
Buildings on Virginia Avenue
in Washington in May and
June 1972."
"I have really two faults to
find with John Sirica and to be
fair to him, one is not really
his fault. It is not his fault that
he was born stupid," Liddy
said. Sirica "falsified (court)
transcripts,
changed
it
materially,"
and
sealed
records showing he had seated
a juror for the trial who was
unable to speak or understand
English, Liddy said.
During the question and
answer period following the
speech
Liddy
discussed
Watergate
and
former
President Richard Nixon.
Richard Nixon was "a very
competent president, particularly in the area of foreign
affaire,"
Liddy
said.
Europeans cannot understand
why Nixon was forced to
resign. "I did not agree with
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everything Richard Nixon
did," Liddy said. "He was the
right president for this
country at the right time."
Liddy said he sometimes
sees his former Watergate
associates, but, "We don't
chew over past. Obviously I
don't ' see
Dean
and
Magruder." Liddy said he has
seen Maurice Stans and
Dwight Chapin.
Liddy said he was visited in
prison by former White House
associate Charles Colson, who
sought to interest Liddy in his
religious group. "He put his
arm around me and said,
'Gordon, have you seen the
light?' I said, 'Chuck, I'm not
even looking for the damn
switch."
-Former President Gerald
Ford's pardon of Richard
Nixon was, "The correct
decision," Liddy said. "It was
the only way to get the country
going again. Even though he
knew it might cost him
election in -his own right, for
the good of the country he did
it anyway." .
Liddy lambasted former
White House Counsel John
Dean
throughout
the
questioning
period.
In
discussing Dean's decision to
come forward and testify
about Watergate, Liddy said:
"John Dean's response (to
Watergate)... was to save the
ass of John Dean. If you were
on the deck of the Titanic,
piling into the lifeboats, Jeb
MacGruder would try to get
on in front of your mother.
John Dean would try to get on
in front of his mother." Liddy
later said, "If John Dean had
ever been sent to prison, he
would have come out even
more of a girl than he is."

it Interview
(Continued from page 1)
into two camps, Liddy said.
One camp-is made up of the
hardworking "practitioners of
professional journalism who
look upon events with disinterest, not uninterest."
The second group is comprised of so-called "new
journalists" or "advocacy
journalists." These reporters
seek to influence events by
ommitting certain relevant
information from their articles, Liddy said, addi.ig that
these
journalists
are'
"professionally
reprehensible."
Liddy
travels
without
security protection of any
kind. "No one can defend me
as well as I can defend
myself," he said. "If you do
away with fear, you have the
freedom to do all sorts of
things."

"So far, so good," is how
Liddy described President
Reagan's performance in
office. Liddy said he has never
met Reagan, and felt it would
be unfair to evaluate his
presidency after only one year
in office.
Had Watergate never occurred, Liddy probably would
have remained at work in
Washington, possibly in the
White House, he said.
President Nixon planned to
advance
former
Texas
Governor John Connally as his
successor in the White House,
Liddy said, adding that he
probably would have had a
place in a Connally adminis tation.
Today, Liddy works in industrial security. The employment started out to be
industrial counter-espionage,
but has been altered,Liddy
said.

CLARION STATE
Monday, Nov. 23, 3pm Godwin Hall

Tfce Bwiu Shop
Th« PurpU Building On Tha Court Squar*
2 North Main St.. Harrl.onburj
Opan Thursday and Friday Nights 'til p.m.
Open Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Matter Charge and Visa

Men's Levi
100% Cotton Flannel Shirts
Save 25%

Now only 815.75

Levi Straight Leg Jeans
and Cords
$14.95
Ladies Blazers - Wool, Corduroy
and Velveteen
25%off

NEED A CLASS TO
COMPLETE YOUR
SCHEDULE... TAKE
MILITARY IN
SOCIETY
2 credit hours
EXAMINES TOE HISTORY OF WARFARE AND ITS INTERRELATIONSHIPS WITH WESTERN SOCIETY. TRACES THE
DEVELOPMENT OF WARFARE AND ITS IMPACT ON WESTERN
SOCIETY FROM 1400 B. C. TO PRESENT.
Two sections to choose from:
6202

MSCI 110 .... 1000-1115

MWF

6203

MSCI.110 ... 1200-1315

MWF

For more information, stop by bottom floor Maury
or call: 433-6355

H. Ken Elkins, C.L.U.

I

ALL TEXT MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED

Representing: |,M^-]

Locally

•J

Since 1967
Phone - 828-3373
"Ensure When You Insure"

BE ALL YOU CAN YOU CAN BE.
JMU ARMY ROTC
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Registration
Computerized process
continues without incident
By STEPHEN ALLEN
"I've only heard good things about registration," said Wayne
Brown, registration coordinaflrffhd assistant director of the
records office.
Most JMU students interviewed said computerized registration
is an improvement over the previous class-card registration.
Paul Parmele, a sophomore here, said the new system "is
quicker, more efficient and keeps lines shorter."
According to Dr. Fay Reubush, dean of admissions and records,
registration has consistently been "running half-hour to 45
minutes ahead of schedule." Only during opening in the morning
have there been long lines, she added.
She attributes this to the computer's almost flawless performance and sufficient time given each student to register.
Because registration has been running ahead of schedule,
Reubush and Brown said the present registration period of two
weeks probably will be shortened next semester.
While the overall registration process has been praised, there
have beep criticisms of the new system.
Some students have complained that the transparencies listing
the closed classes in the Warren Campus Center lobby have not
been displayed at appropriate times.
"It would have made my registration process easier if the
transparencies had been displayed for an extended period at
night and in the morning, "said Roger Griffin, a junior here
Brown responded "We take them down (when registration
closes) mainly because we don't want them taken." He added
next semester they may hire someone to watch the transparencies so they can be displayed longer.
There has also been criticism of the policy of not permitting
students to enter the ballroom without an alternative schedule.
Brown defended the policy, saying, "We can't let students lead
through their schedule of classes" once they enter the ballroom
because "it will take too much time."
Reubush also said, "The instructions in the schedule of classes
indicate that you must prepare an alternative schedule," she
said. But the schedule of classes does not state that a student not
having an alternate schedule will be refttsea admission to
registration.
The completion of class registration ends only the first part of
the registration process. Billing, late class registration and the
validation of I.D. cards begins next week and continues through
Jan. 11 and 12.
"Everyone should know how the billing and validation of ID
process works," Reubush said. "Bills should be in the mail next
week and will be received at the student's official address."
Bills can be paid directly to the university cashier in Wilson
Hall until Jan. 8 and I.D.s will be validated at that time. Payment
also may be mailed to the university with a copy of the bill until
Dec. 15. or be made during registration Jan. 11 and 12. I.D.s will
be validated at registration for those who pay by mail or in person.

TOP: A JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
student registers by computer. BOTTOM:
Student Janet Downs checks in to registration
with the aid of computer operator Judy Filter.
Registration hat run smoothly for both
students and computer personnel. The process
of computerized registration comes to a close

on Friday.

Paul Parmele, a sophomore here, said the new
system is quicker and more effective than
class-card registration. Dean of Admission
and Records Fay Reubush said registration
has consistent been running ahead of
schedule.

Liddy appearance generates
little controversy on campus
By JAY FRIEDMAN
Despite G. Gordon Liddy's reputation for
attracting controversy, there has been little
reaction to his speech here Tuesday.
Liddy, convicted for his participation in two
Watergate-related crimes, is famous for his
refusal to cooperate with prosectors and his
steadfast denial of wrongdoing. Since his
release from prison, Liddy has attracted large
campus audiences nationwide, according to
Karen Volk, head of the University Program
Board committee that arranged for Liddy's
appearance.
"Other schools did really well with him.
Watergate is something people show an interest in," Volk said.
Liddy's appearance at the University of
California at Berkley last spring created
controversy when the student government
president vetoed funding for the speech, according to a reporter for the Daily Californian,
the student newspaper there. Several campus
political groups sponsored the speech, he said,
and hecklers in the audience interrupted it.
Reaction here, however, was mild. Tim
Reynolds, vice president of the Honor Council,
said it was good to have someone come and
express strong opinions, although he was not
familiar with Liddy.
"I don't know much about him. The little I do

know I disagree with, but students are mature
and educated enough not to be engulfed by
something totally wrong. It's good to hear
different points of view," said Reynolds.
Reynolds added that Watergate is often
considered somewhat of a "joke" by many
students, and history Professor Caroline
Marshall voiced a similar opinion of Liddy.
"People taking a good look at Liddy may
benefit if they see that a man can be logical,
wear a three-piece suit and still be dangerous,
but I would choose someone more interesting. •
Liddy belongs in the category of circus performers," Marshall said.
Volk said UPB chose Liddy as a speaker in
an effort to diversify its lecture program. She
said he was picked because his political views
would contrast well with lighter speakers, such
as hypnotist Jim Mapes.
"This campus needs to be exposed a little
more to politics. Nobody has ever tried to get
controversial figures. Even though people say
he's a crook, he has something to offer," said
Volk.
Liddy's fee for the lecture was $3,600; about
650 people paid $1 to hear him, Volk said She
said the loss was normal for lectures. The UPB
budget accounts for losses so that tickets may
be sold at lower prices.

G.GORDON LIDDY SPOKE here Tuesday night.
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Group seeks to aid
world hunger crisis
By \XX RICHARDSON
As a Christian lobbyist
group with nearly 3,000
members nation-wide,
"Bread for the World" at
James Madison University
promotes student awareness
and education about world
hunger.
About 100 students have
participated in Bread for the
World programs, lectures and
seminars that "tell us what we
can do to prevent hunger,"
said BFW Chairman Ginnie
Morrow. "Every little effort
helps," she said.
Bread for the World is affiliated with the Catholic
Campus Ministry at JMU The
group's goal is to have people
recognize hunger as a political
problem and advocate policies
which will alleviate hunger.
To accomplish this, Bread
for the World members must
first "raise awareness and

WINTER & SPRING BREAKS

depend on foreign aid, "The
money should not be cut (from
federal programs)," Morrow
added. "Bread for the World
is trying to get our government to respond in the right
way."
Bread for the World
members at JMU will take
part in the annual campuswide "Oxfam Fast for World
Harvest" on Wednesday, Nov.
19.
.t

WE'VE QOT EM!
AT SUPER DEALS.
•

The fast will last for 36
hours and will provide
speakers and activities for the
participants as they raise
money for Oxfam, which
sends aid directly to starving
nations. "It doesn't, help to
know much about hunger if we
can't do anything with it,"
Morrow noted.

/

'

CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS

SNOWMESTER
FLORIDA

SK,WEEKS

DAYTONA & FT. LAUD.

DON'T BE LEFT OUT! Join 1000s of students trom over
400 represented universities. Soak up the sun this Dec. &
Jan. in Ft. Lauderdale. Imagine $89 for round trip transportation and $119 lor 7 nights deluxe oceanlront lodging and
that's not all, there's a time car rental and tree Disney
World excursion included with every package1 Or how
about a winter break at the student ski vacation capitol —
Mount Snow, Vermont. You'll have a fantastic time on the
slopes and there's a smorgasbord ol apre's ski activities
including free beer bashes, pizza parties and a moonlight
cross country ski outing. The price? It's an unbelievable
S134 lor condominium lodging or $164 lor hotel lodging
which includes 5 breakfasts and 5 dinners. All rates include 5 nights lodging and a 5 day lift ticket.
Spring break? Yes we've got it, to the worlds most famous
beach
Daytona Beach. Its only $89 lor round trip
transportation and $104 lor 7 nights deluxe oceanlront
lodging. Last year over 100,000 students vacationed on
the 22 mile beach strip, why not become part of it? Space
is limited - first comers get best hotels & rooms.
FOR A BROCHURE, RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION
CALL YOUR ON CAMPUS REP:

JOHN LAVERTY
BRUCE SIMMONS

> mm~
433-3645

OR CHECK YOUR SCHOOL BULLETIN BOARDS.

then edcucate people to what
the issues of hunger really
are," Morrow said. Members
regularly
write
their
congressmen to show their
support... support of food
related issues, she added.
Begun in 1974, Bread for the
World has worked on foodstamp legislation, passed a
Right for Food resolution
through
Congress
and
established several food-aid
reforms.
THEIR ATTENTION has
recently focused on Africa
"where malnutrition and
daily hunger are the highest,"
Morrow said.
By
requiring
foreign
countries to concentrate
American aid in their poorest
areas, Bread for the World
believes American money will
be used more effectively
towards stopping hunger.
Currently, a problem exists
in foreign countries use of
American money to build new
projects "rather than helping
their own people," she said.
Because many countries

Kisses sold
by groups to
raise funds
By ANN RICHARDSON
Inter-fraternity Council and
the Panhellenic Council will
sponsor a kissing booth at
JM's Pub and Deli on Thursday, Nov. 19, in a coordinated
effort to raise money to fight
brittle bone disease.
The kissing booth is
scheduled to begin at 8:30
p.m. with a member from one
fraternity and sorority selling
kisses for SO cents each. The
kissing volunteers will change
every half-hour and will
continue until closing.
Osteogenesis imperfecta,
known as brittle bone disease,
is a genetic disease of connective tissue. It causes
corroding of the teeth, easily
broken bones and loose joints.
IFC Service Chairman
Steve Gallagher said the
kissing booth was a "novel
idea" for Panhellenic Council
to sponsor. "Most people
would get a kick out of this
type of fundraiser," he said.

How to recognize
the real taste of beer
at 17,000 feet

Give mat Student a Blue Ribbon I

©1981 Pabst Brewing Company, Milwaukee. Wisconsin and other cities.
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irth control survey not seen before break

By TAMMY MOONEY

The Student Government
Association's proposed birth
control survey will not be
given to students before
Thanksgiving, according to
Dave Harvey, chairman of the
Student Services Committee.
Harvey announced at
Tuesday's Senate meeting
that the survey must be approved by Dr. Harold McGee,
vice president for Student'
Affairs.
The survey is being held
there so McGee can check
with certain groups to make
sure the survey is not offensive to anyone, Harvey
said. McGee does not know
when he would be able to
approve the survey, according

to Harvey.
Vicky Blann, chairwoman
of the Communications and
Public Relations Committee,
said the hold up is due to the
contorversy over the issue.
Senate Chairman ProTempore Sajan Thomas said
students had expressed to him
the wish to speak directly to
the Student Government
Association Senate. This could
be done by allowing the first
ten minutes of a meeting for
students to talk directly to the
senate, he said.
Brian Skala, legislative vice
president, said, "People
should go to their senator.
Students can be recognized to
speak here the meetings are
open. I feel there is enough

«n.M allowance
.n
,„__..._.
space
for students
to speak now."
Cathy Schulte, Finance
Committee
chairwoman,
observed
that
Senate
meetings at the University of
Virginia are open to students
for the first half hour. "I think
it would be a really good
idea," she said.
Skala said Senate meetings
may be held in residence halls
next semester. This would be
a step to bring the SGA closer
to its constituents, he said.
SGA President Lynn Tipton
said that so far, Weaver Hall
is the only dorm to show any
interest in this project.
Proposal number nine was
ammended by the Finance
Committee to give $100 to Eta

STARTTHENEW
YEAR RIGHT!
TAKE A NEW BLOCK
3COURSE!
...Comparative military systems...

2
K,L
M AIRS
ADDRESSES AKEY AREA OF CONCERN IN PRESENT DAY
L

r2c ? A^

" THE MILITARY BALANCE OF POWER .EXAMINE
THE ARMIES OF THE ONITED STATES, SOVIET ONION NATO AND
WARSAW PACT COUNTRIES-- ORGANIZATION,STRATEGY* TACTI,V
EQUIPMENT AND THE, I.NJHVID'JAL SOLDIER .FOCUS ON'THE ELEMENTS THAT DETERMINE MILITARY POWER.OPEN PARTICIPATION AND DISCUSSION IS ENCOURAGED.GUEST SPEAKERS AND
FIELD TRIPS INCLUDED!
QUAKERS AND

C
FOR INFORMATION: CALL CAPTAIN MANOCCHIO AT
OR COME BY MAURY G-4. -

Be All You Can Be.
JMU Army ROTC
isz-^^N/v^ VJ o kXL; KJKJ^I i>i7*s»e

IN ALL THt LWRCD THERE IS
ONt bJHO CAN Oc MORE foR
YOUR APPEARANCE ... FOR
YQyjR $P\RirS ... ThAht r&*
HAIRDRIER / XT YOU UML
TO LooK YOUR &EbTt MAKE
A POINT TO \Ji5iT YOoR
FAVORITE HAIR CARE CEHT£

433-6355

<•:
«~_
^^»»m
Sigma Gamma, the National
Marcum told them there
Health Science Honorary, for
may be plans for sidewalks
the production of Physical
there.
Fitness Week. The proposition
was ammended from $200 to
Four other bills stayed in
$100. The funding will come committee. They included
from the SGA contingency bills for lights at the Greek
fund. The money was awarded footbridge, a light at Ikenunanimously by the Sentate.
berry Hall entrance, lighting
Proposal number 10 was for the set of stairs at the
ammended from $260 to $125 • modular units and a post with
chains by the library..
to be given to Glop Divers.
Glop Divers compete at other
The
Virginia
Student
schools in underwater hockey. Association
of
Higher
They sponsored the un- Education monthly meeting
derwater backgammon
will be held at JMU on Dec. 5.
tournament last year and plan
The president of VASA is
to hold another one this year.
meeting with Chuck Robb to
The money will be used to discuss VASA's proposal for a
cover travel costs, equipment, non-voting student member on
advertising and publicity.
the Board of Visitors at all
Administrative Vice
state-supported schools.
President Jenny Bond anThe Commencement
nounced that the Bluestone Committee will recommend
Publications Board will be satellite
graduation
coming before the SGA for ceremonies to Dr. Ronald
$3600-4000. Last year they ran Carrier, JMU president. This
out of books and this year they is due to poor student conduct
want to publish more, she at graduation, SGA secretary
said. The theme of this year's Leslie Davis said. There will
Bluestone is the strive for be open hearings on this.
According to Davis, ideas
excellence at James Madison
University.
for a graduation ceremony in
Skala said Chrysalis will December were shot down.
also want funding. They are The money involved and the
going to be about $1500 short, problem with keeping staff
he said. He brought up the here over the holiday break
idea of charging $1 per copy were cited as reasons, she
for the publication. The said.
The Internal] Council anmajority of the senators voted
that they would pay the $1 for nounced
their
"Winter
it
Celebration" dance on Dec. 11
After lengthy discussion, from 8 to 12:30 p.m. Tickets
Proposal number three, are $5 a couple and $2.50 a
dealing with senators keeping person in advance and $6 and
a record of the way they voted $3 at the door. Tickets go in
on proposals, was tabled until sale in residence halls on Nov.
a more efficient form of 23 and at University Program
Board office on Nov. 30. The
recording the votes is found.
The arguments- the form- band Sandcastle win perform
is that is keeps senators at the dance.
responsible for their votes by ^ T^ University Program
printing them.
fBoard said the Christmas ski
Tipton said, "I feel we can/ ""'P wi" be to Smuggler's
find a more effective use of Notch, Vermont. It will be
from Jan. two to seven and
paper than this."
Skala had to remind com- will cost $156.50. The UPB
mittee chairman Larry Heath would like confirmation of
to refrain from giving per- who is going by Dec. 2. There
sonal comments during his will be pick-up stops at
report. Heath was visibly several locations for students.
The Food Services Comupset with the motion to table
mittee announced that next
the proposal and asked for a
hand count of the vote. The semester's menu is finished.
They did away with many
motion was tabled, 27 to 9.
things that did not seem to be
The Buildings and Grounds
Committee considered six going over well and replaced
them with new foods. One new
bills in their last meeting.
After talking to George meal will be an Oriental steak
Marcum, director of the and peppers dish.
The Commuter Student
physical plant, the committee
scrapped the bill to put a bush Committee will be holding a
blood drive for Rockingham
by the lower entrance to the
Memorial Hospital the third
union and the bill to distribute
chips on the walkway between week of January. It is open to
all students.
the two hockey fields.
A proposal to include milk
on the contract specials at
Dukes Grill was given to the
Food Services Commmittee
for action.
Three Bills of Opinion came
up under new business.
The first concerned the SGA
supporting stronger laws for
drunk driving. This was
spurred by petitions received
from the parents of Ed Kunec,
a JMU student killed over the
summer in an auto accident.
Kunec was killed by an
allegedly drunk driver.
A second Bill of Opinion was
voiced to provide students
with steak knives at the steak
house.
THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT

^A^^rv^SVSJL+^US^^

American Cancer Society^
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•THIS IS GOOD, quality food we ate serving," said Gibbons
Dining Hall Dietitian Jean Copper.

D-hall dietitian says
quality food served ,._

*

V .

By TAMMY SCARTON
"Many students feel we are
trying to cheat them, but we
are not," said Jean Copper,
Gibbons Dining Hall dietitian
"This is good, quality food we
are serving," she added " Of
course, I'm biased, but from
what I've heard ours is the
best served food in the state,"
Copper said
She is now designing the
new menu cycle which will
start Jap. 10. .Each four-week
cycle runs four times. The
Menu Committee, composed
of six administrators from D- hall and two students chosen
"by the Student Government
Association, approve or reject
entrees on the cycle.
Before being put on the
menu, new entrees are first
tested on ffie committee,
student workers or administrative staff, Copper
said
"We will not be serving as
much chicken, fish or pork
chops this time." Copper said.
Fried shrimp, which was
mostly breading,will not be
offered this time, she added.
Turkey, broccoli divine and
baked cod will be offered, she
said .
The most popular foods
served-4n D-hall are hamburgers, pizza, roast beef and
spaghetti, she said. Hamburgers are now offered six
times in the present four-week
cycle Pizza is served five
times in the cycle Roast beef
and spaghetti are each served
four* times in four weeks.
The least popular foods
offered are tuna salad, liver,
and baked ham. she said
After planning the entrees-,
Copper decides on which
vegetables and desserts- to
offer with each meal. "Certain vegetables are always
associated with, certain entrees, such as coleslaw with
fish,' she noted.
Copper is trying to add more
variety tothe dessert selection
this cycle, she said
"Our hamburger is 100
percent beef. It is 80 percent
jean and 20" percent fat,"
Copper said. Most of the other
meats served such as turkey,
veal and chicken, are all meat
with very little fillers, according to CoppeiV'If they do

ha ve any TVP it would be such
a small amount, it really
wouldn't matter," she added.
TVP is a soybean product
added to some meats, she
said
"We tried chicken franks a
while back, but they didn't go
over too well," Copper said
D-hall workers must be
taught how to cook the
hamburgers. Copper said.
Most of the hamburgers are
overdone, she noted. The
biggest problem with the
hamburgers is that they must
be cooked ahead of time "Of
course, they are better
coming straight off the grill,
but with so, many people
eating, we can't do that," she
said
Copper said that 65 percent
of the entrees offered at D-hall
are frozen, 30 percent are
made form scratch, and five
percent are canned.
The pies and strudel served
in D-hall are bought frozen
and heated when needed.
Copper said.

Bug lights
effective
By ANN RICHARDSON
The installation of 39 bug
lights during the summer has
effectively ended the fly
problem in dining hall areas,
- according to Hank Moody,
contract dining manager
"This year I have seen a few
flies around but nothing like it
was last year," Moody said.
He attributes the cause of the
problem to the continuous
opening and closing of the
entrance hall doors.
"The doors open 20,000
times a day and there is just
no way to keep the flies outside," Moody said
The "heavy fly season" is
from mid-October to midNovember and is characterized by cooler weather,
Moody said, adding the
weather drives flies indoors.
Because there has been no
visible bug problem or student
complaints about flies this
year, Dining Hall Services has
termed the $18,000 project a
success.

i

Port Republic Road
come in wnere your
business is appreciated
STUDENTS WELCOME
CHECKS WELCOME

*

50 JMUstudents nominated
for this year's'Who's Who'list

<\M 22X2

Apprentice

IK TAMMY MOONEY
A total of 50 James Madison
University students were
nominated to "Who's Who"
this year, according to Dr Al
Menard, associate dean of
students
About 8(X) JMU students

Shelley
Great Cuts
268 Newman Avenue
Hamsonburq, VA

Or. I y $5.00

1st YEAR
ANNIVERSARY

PARTY!!

CELEBRATE WITH USMINCMES
BEER SPECIALS
MUSIC BY EARCANDV&
. —.,-»•.- -

MUCH MORE

were
notified "of
their
eligibility. Of these, 140
returned applications.
Who's Who limits the
number of nominations that
can be sent from'each school,
basing this number on college
enrollments. JML"s limit is
48, plus or minus 2 students
But JMU always submits 50
names, Menard said
After fall
registration,
students who meet minimum
Who's Who requirements are
notified of their eligibility by a
letter from the Commission on
Student Services. Menard
said. The students must have
a grade point average of at
least 3 0 and college credit
hours totaling at least 90. he
said.
The letter tells eligible
students
about
other
examination criteria. These
include academics, clubs and
committees, athletics, arts
and publications.
Many students who are not
involved in these areas do not
apply, Menard saaid,
THE APPLICATION is
three pages long, with each
page going to a different
subcommittee.
Dr. Philip F. Riley. a
history professor, heads the
Academic Awards and Honors
subcommittee. He and two
students comprise the group.
Chris Sachs, director of
Student Activities, heads the
subcommittee on Special
Interest Clubs and University
Service Committees. Student
Government
.^Association
Administrative "Vice
President Jenny Bond and one
other student serve on, this
subcommittee with Sachs.
the
subcommittee
on
Athletics,
Arts
and
Publications is headed by Dr.

Patricia Bruce of the physical
education deoartment.
The Subcommittees use a
uniform point system to rank
the applicants, Menard said.
He said more points are given
for higher GPAs, holding
cyfices in clubs, belonging to a
number of clubs, being active
in more than one sport, lettering in sports, years of
participation in activities and
other considerations.
THE MAIN PURPOSE of
Who's Who is recognition,
Menard sfcid "Who's Who
identifies / students
with
scholarly 'success and involvement in extracurricular
activities with particular
emphasis on diversity and
leadership," he said
The 50 top ranked students
have their names sent by the
commission
to
Randall
Publishing
Company
in
Tuscalousa, Alabama This
company handles the Who's
Who publications
Most schools submit names
to Who's Who, Menard said.
"It is an honor that is verymuch recognized by many
possible employers," he said.
Once released by Randall
Publishing Company, the
Who's Who list becomes
public information. On many
occasions students home town
newspapers publish the information, Menard said.
In the past JMU has given
•its Who's Who students a
banquet, Menard said. He
hopes that will be the case this
year.
A Who's Who spokesman
said students receive a certificate recognizing their
achievement.
Students chosen for Who's
Who will be notified this
month, Menard said.

SAT NOV. 21 it

^MIDWAY

MARKET^

if Thurs. - Sunday ir
157 Warsaw Ave.
Budweiser 12 pk.4.69
r
Busch 6 pk. cans 1.99
Michelob (reg & light) 2.49

J

The Breeze
is accepting

434-7948
Old Mill'/4 keg 15.95
Bud VA keg20.49
Old Mill 1/2 keg 25.95
Busch '/2 keg 28.95
Tuborgi/2 keg 21.95

Moosehead3.19
Molson-Beer, ale &
golden ale 2.99
Stroh's Vi keg 29.95
Stroh's 12 pk. 4.19
Lite 12pk.4.49
the "Bull" 2.19
Old Mill 6 pk. cans 1.92
Black Lab,el 1.49
Pretzels 4 lbs. 3.99
Schmidts 1.59
Cookies 2/1.00
National Boh returnables(24)5.49
Slimjims(5).89
Budweiser returnables(24)8.99
Chips 3 lbs. 3.99
Busch returnables(24)7.99
Eggs(doz.).89
CokeySprite6^6.oz.btls. 1.79
Tee 10 lbs. .99
Cigarettes carton4.89
Synderschips 1 lb, L79
Peppermint sticks7oz. .69

a

applications
for paid

news reporters

Submit
applications
to Jeff Gammage,
news editor
.*>

Writing samples requested
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CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE
BEAUTIFUL 4 UNIQ"^
TREE ORNAMENTS
CORSAGES,
GIFTS FOR PLANT

i FLOWER LOVERS
CANDLES, ARRANGEMENTS

major to

A&p

Milwaukee

1.99
4.89
2.19
1.29
plus deposit

Miller 6/12
Bull 12 pk.
Busch Bottles
Pepsi 8/16 az.

Nabisco Premium
Saltinesl6oz. .79
Lays Potato Chips
.99
Aluminum foil - Reynolds
.43
Minute Maid Orange Juice
64oz.ctn.l.5P
Frozen Mrs. Smiths
Pumpkin Pie 26 oz. 1.85
Russet Potatoes 5 lb. bag -SB
Navel Oranges 12 for

CnWlM !»tliu»ft.«wt--.M4l~*«.«».«W«toi>««»

Dod Distributing

.98
2.59/lb.
.69/lb.

NY Strip Steaks
Chicken legs
Rib eye steaks

4.59//lb.
Frozen turkey breasts 1.29/lb.
Whole country hams
1.59/lb.

A&P special trim ham portions
1.39/lb.

DANCE TO THE DISC JOCKEY
FROM STUDIO 54.

I?air mates

Direct from New York
Check Our Nightly Special in
The Lounge & Dining Room
Lounge 4:30-2 am
l)iningll-4pm
5-10 pm
SUNDAY RIBS AND REDSKINS

Sak Make* No Difference

HNRSTYUNG FOR

MEN-WOMEN-CHILDREN

ptmmtK - coLomtto - sruuGHTfumG
MAKE HAIR MATES
A FAMILY AFFAIR
NQ APPOINTMENTS
KCISSARY
'«* E. Market 81.
R.in.i
mill
Skeaplng Center 131-MM
Ml S.
Maeea
414—IM7
Belli la Harrkaakarg

51 fart Swire
&♦«■(»•■ HarrisHitiiri
••.^

WWM

twatd and •peratH fc|
j»aMe Mnf* k
ftkhaNFrft

UteUUVJWeW • •.» a .• •.«.» • .»„• • r^v,»**i».»***A««j»*.*.%«.«**».».*.T,r»T.irflr,f
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

WeuiOpeK

CCM

THE FASHION
GALLERY

Catholic m«m on campvs
art held 430 p.m. Thursday!. Rellglous
Centar. s p.m. Saturdays. Room D,
wcc.
1*30 and noon,
Sunday*.
Ballroom. WCC

BASKETBALL TOURNEY
Tickeii to ma Richmond
Tlmts Dispatch Baskttball Tournamant
on Dae. 29 and 30, are on salt through
Dec 1. at the JMU athletic ticket off let,
Godwin Hill. Tht cost for both nights
S2Q.

—

JMU DANCE THEATRE
Tht JMU Dance Theatre
Modern Ensemble will present a Studio
concert of modtm-ttylt dances, at t
p.m. Nov. 19 and 20. Godwin Hall. Free
admission.

MADISON SINGERS
Tht Madison singers will
present a concert of chamber choir
literature Including French and English
madrigals. It will be held at • p.m., Nov.
iv, Wilson auditorium.

ESCORT SERVICE
(APS A GOWNS

Coftiiit KCein geoifft ♦29.99

♦31.99

Seniors completing
requirements
for
graduation
In
December and will be returning in May
to particlpatt In tht graduation exercise
may pick up thalr cap and gown In tht
bookstore before leaving for the
holidays.

Escort services art available to
woman who ntad to bt out on campus
after dark. To arrange for an escort, call
tht TKE office at 7«§t. tht AXP office at
SeW or MM or campus security cadets at
•Ml. Hours TKE 10-12. Friday through
Saturday, AXPMJ Sunday through
Thursday. IF YOU USE THESE
SERVICES MAKE
SURE
YOUR
ESCORT
HAS
APPROPRIATE
IDENTIFICATION

Use this format to submit
announcements to The Breeze:

Fw (be Gtujft:
9j«l U Keek Sweated ♦19.99

WHO is doing WHAT,
WHEN(time.date),

C(Wd9wH|>cw,Pw(b...
Att FoHtm t)edigicm Bioiub

WHERE

Deadlines:

Only 20 minutes south on Route 11
Verona
Monday-Thursday 10-6
Friday 10-8
Sat 10-5

Port Republic
I-8l
HOJJ AKD

M€>MENTlM\b

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS

An Original Adult Comedy
By Phoef Sutton
November 17-22 8 p.m.
Latimer Shacffcr Theatre

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL'
10:30 pm - 6:30 am only
2 EGGS (ANY STYLE)

COFFEE

$.99

5 p.m. Monday

434-2455

0leUcui/umt
a

Thursday issue

will not publish
ir
Nov.25
or
Nov.29

y

JonnsonS

5 pan. Friday

>

885-4292
Master Card
Visa

Monday issue

$3.00/$2 students

or

JMU ID.

TOAST
Tickets: 433-6260
.
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cArts CSL People
Women in rock

Jones faces world of paradoxes
This is the final part of a series on women in rock.
By BARBARA HALL
Say goodnight America,
The world still loves a dreamer
—Rickie Lee Jones
In this atmosphere of cynicism, where it is
fashionable to give up ideals for pragmatism and
truth, one truth remains unavoidable: the world still
loves a dreamer. Rock and roll began as a product of
dreams—the dreams of people like Elvis Presley and
John Lennon. With her new album Pirates, Rickie
Lee Jones adheres to that universal vision, that true
spirit which rock was meant to be and which is fading
devastatingly fast.
Pirates portrays a world of paradoxes, a world in
which dreams and realities walk hand in hand. Jones
is a hardcore romantic, but only in the sense which
Bruce Springsteen describes as "one who sees the
reality and lives it everyday, but who also recognizes
the possibilities." Pirates is a celebration of those
possibilities.
This album is a love story of sorts—it is everyone's
story. Because through all of the rationalization and
dissecting Jones goes through, the only conclusion
she comes up with is that love makes no sense. This is
a statement which has been made by everyone from
Shakespeare to Woody Allen. Yet Pirates takes a
long hard look at why everyone is willing to go
through the insanity of it all. And while looking for
those answers, what emerges is a true musical
masterpiece which is as complex as the emotion itself.
Rickie Lee Jones is probably the most underrated
female artist in the business. Her musical ability has
nothing to do with Spandex pants, or any other kind.
The arrangements on Pirates (all done by Jones
herself) are breathtaking. They are subtle' not
showy. Jones does not need to rely on fashion and
flare, three layers of make-up, or the cover of People
magazine. Her voice alone is more enticing than all of
Pat Benatar's charades
PIRATES EXPLORES the ambiguities of life and
love, and gives them a chance to defend themselves.
"We Belong Together," the opening song, is about
doing away with illusive love, the kind seen on the
movie screen. Such idealism, she decides, is
destructive. It allows us to overlook the real value of
relationships:

The only heroes we got left
Are written right before us
And the only-angel who sees us now
Watches through each others eyes.
"Living It Up" is a magical number which vividly
demonstrates Jones' ability as a songwriter. It brings
up the ugly subject of unrequited love, centered
around a lonely fellow named Eddie who is frantically in search of a special someone:
Eddie's got one crazy eye
That
turns
him
into
When a pretty girl goes by.

cartoon

Eddie's desperate plight instantly captures our
sympathies. Still alone at the end of the song, he
decides "It's more trouble than it's worth." Somehow
we don't believe that, and it is apparent that Jones
does not either.
The progression of songs on the album is
fascinating. She moves from sensitive, heartbreaking ballads like "Skeletons" to the fast jazzy
sound of "Woody and Duck on a Slow Train to
Peking." Just when all seems lost, Pirates has a way
of coming back to life, to put that exhausted dream
back on its feet again. It is just Jones' way of reinforcing the paradox: what life drains away it always
manages to replace somehow.

. THE TITLE TRACK continues with the rash,
undisciplined emotion which she aptly describes in
her allusion to pirates. Like Springsteen's
"Backstreets," the characters are desperate
crusaders, living on the run and looking for
something to hold onto through the night. "Lucky
Guy" then finally confronts the pain of lost love.
Probably one of the best songs on the album, here
Jones shows her sarcastic side with a wonderful
understated bitterness. Yet she ends on an optimistic
note:
I'll cry awhile
But when I wake up
Tomorrow is a new day,
I'm a lucky guy.

irates
Even after all of these insights, Jones is still
searching at the end of the album, still mystified by
these pains and sacrifices. But these sacrifices
exemplify the irrational nature of love itself. In spite
of all of the craziness we endure, we will keep doing it
over and over, though we may never know why. As
Jones finally decides in "The Returns," something
about the whole ordeal is so attractive that it has to be
worthwhile.
Oh,
it's
all
Hying
For you to keep trying
You're
so
close,
So close.

and

waving

But
never
quite.
close
enough.
Rickie Lee Jones proves to be a first rate musician,
able to weave refreshing poetry with impeccable
arrangements. But above all else, she is a first rate
human who knows how to get right to the heart of
things, and to make the most disillusioned of hearts
strong again. That kind of emotional strength is what
the rock and roll dream is all about. As Pete Townshe nd once put it, "That's not about 'fun.' That's
triumph."

Biography ultimate source ior Hendrix fans
By BRYAN POWELL
The story is a tragic one,
one that's probably never
been told more faithfully or
fully than in David Henderson's
new
biography
Scuze Me While I Kiss The
Sky: The Life of Jimi Hendrix.
When Jimi Hendrix died in a
London apartment on Sept. 18,
1970, he left a legacy of
unique, astounding music and
a reputation for showmanship
and technical wizardry which
has since reached, mammoth
mythical proportions.
Unfortunately, it is the
latter context for which the
listening
public
most
remembers him. Though they
associate Hendrix with his
biggest hits, "Purple Haze"
and "Foxey Lady," and
perhaps with his titanic
dissimilation of "The Star
Spangled
Banner"
at
Woodstock, it is his reputation
as the king of 60s psychedelia
(read "drugs") for which he is
best remembered

HENDRIX PLAYED guitar
with his teeth, rammed his
"ax" through towering stacks
of Marshall amps, and, as at
the '67 Monterey Pop Festival,
he burned it. For this he is
remembered. But for the most
part, the value of the man's
music has been overlooked.

'He'sbest
remembered as
Kino: of 60s
psychedelia'
It is fortunate then that
Henderson's biography deals
largely with Hendrix's music
— since he was first and
foremost a musician — and
the aspects of his personal life
which affected, formed or
hindered
his
musical
progress. It is quite obvious
from Henderson's flowing,
poetic descriptions of Hen
drix's sonic vocabulary that it
js, musjc, whjcfrtetoiJyjQves.

Henderson does not attempt
to explain the reasons behind
the events of Hendrix's life;
rather, he gives the reader a
comprehension of the factors
which influenced it. This
would seem to be the best
approach
because
it

eliminates
the ■ author's
personal opinions and bias,
leaving
instead
hard,
unaltered facts. At the book's
conclusion the. reader still
doesn't know what makes
Hendrix tick. This really is no
fault of the author; Hendrix
remains something of a
mystery to even his closest
friends. It is apparent,
however, that he was a
unique, exceptional artist
whose death was a great loss
to the music world.
Henderson is as thorough as
possible with this biography,
and for the Hendrix fan, it is
the ultimate source of information... as a supplement
.tQPis.ce^rds..of.cou»a.^;
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Sidetracks
The Charlie Daniels band will perform
in Godwin Hall on Sunday, Nov. 22 at 8
p.m. Tickets are $9 for students and $10 for
general public.
■

"Black American Landmarks" will be
on display through Dec. 13 in Room C of
the Warren Campus Center.

Sawhill Gallery will feature "Beauty Underfoot," a display of
Persian rugs from the Virginia Museum, through Nov. 25.

The Faculty Women's Caucus presents "The Next Step" under
the heading "Woman Determining Her Destiny."This is part of
the women's week program and will be presented Friday Nov 20
at 10 a.m. in Room B of the Warren Campus Center.

"A Christmas Carol" will be performed Dec. 3 in Wilson Hall at
7:00 p.m. Tickets are $4.00 for students and $6.00 for general
public.
"Momentum," a mainstage play that
parodies the thriller genre, opened here
Tuesday night.
The comedy-thriller is an original play by
JMU alumnus Phoef Sutton, who won the 1979
Norman Lear Award for Comedy Playwriting
for his play "The Pendragon Institute."
"Momentum" has already won an honorable
mention in a playwriting competition held in

Nashville, Tenn., by the Circle Players.
The play will be presented nightly at eight
o'clock through Nov. 22 in the LatimerShaeffer Theatre of the Duke Fine Arts
Building. For reservations call the JMU box
office at (703) 433-6260. Tickets may be purchased at a cost of $3 for adults and $2 for
students, senior citizens and individuals with
JMU identification.

What Do You Want
From College?
Management Training?
Add It To Your Schedule.
MSCI 220 - 2 Credit
Hours
Two sections to choose
from:

The Miller Hall Planetarium will present "Pegasus is Back" on
Nov. 19 at 7 and 8 p.m. Admission is free.

o*Wal.\£,sneys Lady and toe Tramp" is playing at Grafton
Siovall Theatre on Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. and Nov 21
at 2:00 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. Tickets are $1 25 for
students and $2 for general public

JMU MEN'S SWIMTEAM
CLARION STATE
*
Monday, Nov. 23,3pm Godwin Hall

Look what's cookin at

SHONEYS

6204...1050-1140..,TT
6205...1340-1430...TT
If you're career oriented, interested in
management, add THE ART
OF MILITARY LEADERSHIP
to your schedule. Gain
knowledge about the
psychological, physiological, sociological
factors which affect
leadership of small
and large groups. All
textbooks and equipment
will be provided.
For more information,
call Jim Moseley:
433-6355

—i i ■ i

L
\bu get a big, tender boneless breast
of all-white chicken, served with spaghetti,
and both covered with asteamingbdle
of Shoneys own meaty tomato sauce
On the side, theres warm, toasted grecian
bread and all the hot homemade soup
and garden fresh salad you can eat
Thats quite a value. Thats our way of
saying thank you for coming to Shoneys.

The
Italian Feast
*379
.fcWPW-^PPW^WfW^WW-BP"-""

V

UP-COMING
••*:•

mll'L'J .!JJI''"'I"J"

7*

'■Ill'»

*_•....„-*.-

.-•-V,

Student (offoelumse

y;.. ^ ^amesJMa3i'^n:TTniversRy
Program Board & Ski Club
present w&'f.

-f*>-«l*m^g"

CarrrO Pruitt
„-i-.^

■*v

WfflE

Tpm

Jeffersonvillfi,. Vermont 05464

■. ■Dave"Nich^sonr ;•■;■.;. . ■ g^ Caiisey. vpl56.5U/h y d
January 2-?
e u es
■ Mariin Paster...-.'"
Dan--HoMaadJt
, Anrietta Clarke mskiing on 3 mountains
Deposit frue
Nov. 20

8:00 pm

Chandler Hall

mfiye bands in The Village

•L

'--Nov 30

STOP BY/4JPB Office arid SIGN UP

~

On#af tihe&Mme^eatlove stories

■ r>

December 3

Wilson Hall
7s 00 pm
$4.00 w/ID
"-■■ $6.00 guest

November 21

2:00,7:30,10:00

G/S Theatre
$1.25 w/ID

Daniels
■.; _

■ .rr .

November 22
* 8;00pm
Godwin Hall
_

•^j.-j

,,.-J

.-.(».

\

s*w ■■■

--—

Tickets Now On Sale in
v UPBOffice
Mon-Fri

11-4:00
ft^gf^9SpS9999nB^K^mSB^9SW^m

•_--'-

■I

Dukesmeet ETSU;
dismal season ends

removal
DANNY HNNK(i\\

Vanderwarker
its tin- James Madison tirovwSHysoccer coach is currently being circulated on.
cnmpii'i

-—'

•

: •

I he petition, started'by soccer player Billy
Gannon. lisled-HK-signalures of players, former
players and .JMt' soccer, fans Wednesday
night it calls for Vanderwarker s dismissal
due to "a lack of management and personal
.motivation skills '*•""..
i think, before"! make any reaction
whatsoever, I(need to talk to Dean E biers."
said Vanderwarker, who knew nothing about
—the petition until interviewed Into Wednesday
nigh! I would also need to see it..
', "'•{ would he. \ ery. happy. (0 speak with those
involved and with Dean Khlers. • about .
. virlatevei :> best, for the Madison ..athletic
...prograr?! ' and specifically the- soccer
'. program"-':
''- -". ''. ""
' ■"■•■*"—~
To iln what is best for the JMU soccer
___pi:ogr.t.in.-ts-;iis\)'th<' goaf of the petition winch1
sMle>

.

."•■'

"The people ufio have sighed-1His"petition In'
so iri hopes of improving the future success of
- - the AMI' men's- varsity' soccer team Thpy
- heWeve that the best and* most effective way to
acconl-plis.h_t.his is by the .j.rern,o,vaI of -the
presentsoccer coach; Mr. H VaoderwaFker
Due to a lack of management and personal •.
motivation skills by the coach,- the success of
■*■ tfre team has declined rapidb/in the last four
years The signatures below art from past"
lettermen, spectators..".men. whorMvgfe- influenced, by the coaches'actions to o^:>ahd
pr-sfftt playert. viho ail hope'V impHfre theg
university's success in the area of soccer'"
The team's records over the past four years
~-*a ve-been ggj T tt8W-, ^1:2. U98Q). &8-I Q979j...

B> Kit HARD \M\( HER
'• .
- James Mad4&so University s footbaH team completes-Gannon wa,s an integral part of the 1979 arid
iU am campaign thn. weekend at East Tennessee State
-l»JK(ttrams. In 1979 he was the team's sweeper, * J-nu'erhityJocat^^^HB^oTr-eity. Tenti
and alter fcUctwg
"ThaT
Jhe Duke;, .will play indoors at East Tennessee State s
.position, hw moved to irTTdfield. where he led
Memorial
Center which seats 12,000 ■ '•
the team with four goals
,JMU 2 11) has had a dismal season that has been
A knee injury t breed Gannon to miss the 1981
especially trying because preseason optimism ran high.
, season He said.that while sitting out he saw.
,..'[!-has been a frustrating year for mej...said Coach
• problems with the team/started the petition
(hallace McMillin -'Record-wise we would have liked to
,and collected most of the signatures There is
ha ve done better, bul we've been in nine of the iff ga mes
' only one copy of the petition and it has not been
we played
_,-.
•
widely circulated
This
Saturday
JMl'
will
try
and
end
the season.on a
1
"I never realized how. bad it was-until I sat
positive note, but it is up against One of better teams on
• this year out. ' said Gannon When I played I
'iGTschedule
. '
- '
.
just tuned him out At Che-end of-this year. [
"'•We face another tough football tea-ro^ McMillin-'
ahdn t even like to go to fhV games it was so
agreed They'vT -been playing good tough football
bud
■__•-*.
The .Buccaneers fi-4 snapped a two-game losing
. "I like-'he man. I have nothing persona!
•. streak -last weekend when they defeated Appalachian
against him ! just do.nX.fee).he is capafeie-jof
^ State University 2\_ 14 .J.M^.lQ^:taApp*iachjan.J»ta-tg 45
fflan.-'giraj ;i :i)L\;isiun..I'soceet-''4eamJ' 'ft in" its season opener.
We re not the same team that lost to Appalachian
' _.. This ii_nolJhe.first petition Mxc.er. platers
earlier in the year McMilhn commented
have bad against Vanderwarker [;> JMTK most
McMjHm pressed that while Xhn...sefcion haa.btu;-a...
. -Piai'Tjs on. 'he. team, signeda pe+tfturrfor his''.
disappointing one ihe final game has no! iosl un
' remoYa.1
portance
*
...
That petition had no effect on , Van.it's an important game because we want to go .down
derwarker's job, and one of the five active
. . theie .and .Win.'' hesaxtL.:.: We. je still faking H seriously-—-players""Who has sigiiaTrffie^liTiW,T?inv
, •'.- iimnaefr-^-not-optimistic ofthe success this
ISC.
I ukes
Buccaneerspetition. aJll-Jiaaer^^-r^lrr^^-^-'-i. .;■:..:,-.":';■:—-'•
• It| a renvinder to Dean; EhierSr'"- said '
Brunner '.'Thjs, petitionmayunot get Van- •
derwaT-ker out, but Ehlers needs, to know .
where we .stand "" ■' .
The petitipntuow .ciculating, is the second
drawn up by Gannon ^ins-year' Approximatelv"'
pel cent uf the'active play'ers signed the
original copy, but after they were .warned that-—*
:
gnmg_tft> net LhftB,nui5h.t^B^-ft4be». would not
See Petition, page 14kV**---Hf*'Wf w*5»* *
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.After another near win last Saturday. Mcf.tillin said
his team had good practices on Monday and Tuesday
"We've been consistent all year long,'' McMillin said
referring to the way his team has reacted to the losses
'.'We ve got some class young men that we're working
.with."
.'. ...
..-•;.
JMl's meeting with East Tennessee State marks the •
third year in a row the schools have met The Dukes are
winless inlwo tries, but held a 23-7 fourth-quarter lead
V; last year before a miraculous Buccaneer comeback
In 1979 JMU was shutout 31-0 at East Tennessee State.
j
The ...Buccaneers' Slher five wins this season have
. ,come against Tennessee Tech 31-22.^1arshall University"
14-10. The Citadel 1713, Western Carolina University 34- 33 and Wofford College 34-8
McMillin characterized East Tennessee States offense as its major strength
"They move the ball well," he said. "They have some
good running backs and lean moretbtherun."
.'. Spearheading the Buccaneers' offensive attack is
senior tailback Earl Pert-ell Ferrell has rushed for 732
.<yards includjflgfour touc_ndQwns^jKLis-.Avexaging_&j
yards a carry"
The i;-foot-i 2t5:pound." back is also East rTennessee
_ statesJeadirigj£ceiver.w"JIh.ie.teceptionsiorxiiyards-.
and one touchdown.
•. •.'Scot.t'Nautt^hTrjSrt^^e"'signaJs for the Buccaneers,"
■has completed Sg'of 103 passes for 567 yards and five
touchdowns ■'-..-— -:
J^*
Senior wide receiver Keith Oliveira is^ntffs
second
favorite rarger. OhtPTfa has caught-^:3pa^S^-TSr"7o"r^
yards and is averaging 14.4 yards per reception.
Last weekend aga'isnt Shjppensburg State College, the
Dukes set a few more season records, JMU established
' new marks for most pass attempts (203), most kickoff.
returns T43' aiRl,most yards penalized1 inaseason 18OOK ,".
" The Dukes now ha ve been fTagged 74 times for 800.yards,
w hi le t heir opponents have actually been penalized more
times < 77 '■, but for 627 vards.

....'^.'^,.^.^-i.

.--*.■ ■■-*--^B

-„,-~-;r,\, v,wv;;J
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JMt"SMH ( Kit TK
suffered its firsl lotiing season since !*»70 and a petition to remove soccer
roach Hob \ ander« like r has been s tatted by some member* of the team. The team finiHhed>s I
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McCullough
By IAN KATZ
While most James Madison
University students are at home this
Thanksgiving, Janet McCullough will
be shooting arrows in Colorado
Springs, Colo.
McCullough, a senior from Sharpsville, Pa., is one of 10 American
female archers who have been
selected to participate in a sports
medicine testing program at Colorado
Springs' U.S. Olympic Center.
The program will entail thorough
training for the participants.
"It will be an intense training
program. The purpose is to upgrade
the ability of the United States' top
archers," said JMU archery Coach
Margaret Horn, adding, "The U.S. is
already considered the best in archery, but the people who run the
program realize that if we don't keep
on our toes, other contries will catch
up."
The program is sponsored by the
National Archery Association and the
United States Olympic Committee.
The archers will be instructed in
biomechanics, visual analysis, sports
psychology, sports injuries, flexibility
and strength training.
Many of the foremost U.S. archery
coaches will be present to give
pointers on various aspects of archery, including a technique analysis
using video taping machines.
For McCullough, the program may
help her finally shake the only
significant'problem she has ever
battled in archery — the mental
game.
Horn said part of the problem is
confidence. "Janet doesn't believe
she's as good as the other girls picked.
It's hard to beat someone if you don't
think you can."
"There are some people that are
very confident aU the time," McCullough said.

• Petition

JMU's All-American archer to receive
Olympic training in Colorado Springs

JANET McCULLOUGH, a senior on JMU's archery team, will participate in a
sports medicine testing program at Colorado Springs' U.S. Olympic Center.
"They walk around with a great air
of confidence that can really set
people off. I'm not like that. But I
guess that air of confidence really is
necessary to be at the top."
But even in that area, McCullough
has come a long way.
"Janet has realized she doesn't
need to practice two to three hours
every day anymore," said Horn. "Up
to this year Janet shot every day. Now
she realizes that her form can't improve much. She needs to think about
why she shoots the way she does."
McCullough
also
sees
that
development "Last summer my
mental game improved greatly. I
found out that I don't need to practice
so much. Still, I can use some im-

provement with my concentration"
McCullough credits perseverance
as being the most important
characteristic for her success.
"There's been so many times when
I would have liked to hang it up," she
said. "But I didn't."
McCullough also credits her upbringing — she was surrounded by
archers.
"Both of my parents and a brother
and a sister all shoot. My family got
me in it around 1969, and they've kept
me in it," she said.
"My dad started it all when he was
taught a long time back by an uncle of
ours. I've always liked making my
dad happy. That's another thing that's
kept me going."

McCullough remembers having
only one week of practice before her
first major tournament.
"Let's just say I don't like to get
beaten badly. I always like to at least
have a decent score," she said.
McCullough has twice been named
to Ail-American honors. She was the
first female archer in JMU history to
be named an Ail-American. As a
freshman she finished second in the
U.S. Intercollegiate Championships
and more recently placed tenth in the
1981 U.S. Intercollegiate Championships.
McCullough will be a team leader
when JMU's archery season begins in
the spring. JMU, few people realize,
has the second best archery team in
the country. McCullough's maturity
will be a big boost when the team tries
to overtake Arizona State University,
the top archery school in the U.S.
"No one really knows about us
because we're not in season now,"
Horn said. "We do most of our
competing after school's out in the
spring."
_
She added, "Janet has arrived at a
better frame of mind. That will help
the other archers on the team when
they see her and how her mental
game is now. It should rub off/'
As for the future, McCullough is
unsure. "The Olympics would be
nice," she commented, "but it's a lot
of work and dedication. I can't really
say what I'll be doing in three years."
But the opportunity is there. Horn
calls archery "the Sport that really is
for a lifetime." She cited examples of
two 19 year-olds and a middle-age
housewife all winning Olympic gold
medals.
McCullough also knows she may not
be at the peak of her success. "I'll
never be able td say how intensely I'll
be competing," she said. "But I'll
always be shooting."

>. i

——

(continued from page 13).
play on the
team next year. The warning came from team captains during
a team meeting without Vanderwarker, according to Brunner.
Many of the players have not signed the new petition.
Both B runner and Gannon would like to play soccer for JMU
next year regardless of who the coach is, and Vanderwarker
said he will not hold the petition against them or others involved.
Vanderwarker was criticized by present and past players for
being erratic, stubborn, and intimidating.
"If you make a mistake, he'll take you out," said Paul
Mosheim, a former player who has signed the petition "It
takes away your creativity and fluidity out there; it makes you
scared to try something new, which is very bad. Soccer is a
very flowing game where one move can make the difference."
"He's so militaristic, everything has to be done his way,"
said one current player who asked to remain anonymous.
"Soccer is an abstract game.
"You can't play the ball on the wings every time (Vanderwarker's strategy), sometimes you have to bring it down
the middle, do something different.''
Brunner commented on the rigidity of the Dukes' man-toman defense, "A good team can beat us by running us out of
position because everyone is so scared to leave his man.
Teams don't have to mark us, becuase they know we will mark
them, and that takes away from our offense."
Brunner said Vanderwarker intimidates the new crop of
freshmen each year. "They come in here and they want to play
so they try to impress him. They'll do anything he says, they
become 'Vanderized*. But they get tired of it sooner or later."
Statistics seem to prove Brunner's point Of the 18
newcomers listed in the 1980 JMU soccer press guide, only
three remain. Nine players quit the team this season, six of
whom were sophomores. At the end of this season, only three
seniors remained on the team.
Vanderwarker has also been criticized for the constant
substituting and position switching he did this year while
trying to come up with the right offensive combination.
In many games this season, Vanderwarker made over 10
substitutions, a high number for a soccer game. "It takes ten
minutes to break a sweat" Gannon said. "A guy who has been
out there for 30 minutes is hot and he's ready. You have to have
time togetm me floWfifthegifmeW heir Mow right by you."

RacquetbalVs status may change
By RICHARD AMACHER
Racquetball may soon become a varsity
sport at several colleges and universities in
this country according to Dr. David Hott
Hott, a marketing and management teacher
here, is the faculty advisor for James Madison
University's racquetball team.
"It is a relatively inexpensive sport once you
have the courts," Hott said. "Racquetball has
become very popular, although it is a low
spectator sport."
Currently only one school, Memphis State
University, recognizes racquetball as an official varsity sport but Hott thinks that will
change in the future.
"The only reason Memphis State's team is a
sanctioned varsity sport is because it has a
sugar daddy," Hott said, explaining that Bill
Tanner a local (Memphis) racquetball enthusiast anually donates between $60,000 to
$100,000
to Memphis State's athletic
department.
Hott said that Tanner hinted to Memphis
State's athletic director that he would like to
see racquetball become an official team sport.
Memphis State's racquetball team recruits
and awards scholarships and Hott estimates it
has a $20,000 a year budget.
While JMU and other schools do not have the
financial backing that Memphis State has, Hott
said some funds are available via companies
and manufacturers.
This past weekend JMU's racquetball team
won the Virginia State Intercollegiate tournament which was sponsored by Penn
Manufacturers.
"Penn supplied the tournament with balls, tshirts and trophies," Hott said.
Penn also sponsors state tournaments for the
rest of the country although some states did not
participate, Hott said.
. .State champions are extended an invitation
to compete in the nationals which are

scheduled to be held in Memphis, Tenn., early
next April.
"Miller Lite will sponsor the nationals and is
putting up a $10,000 prize which will be split
between the top three teams," Hott said.
"Miller Lite has picked racquetball as a sport
to pump some of its advertising money into.
"I think the credibility of racquetball will be
strengthened through its sponsors."
JMU's team, which is in its third year of
existence, consists of eight members, four men
and four women.
The club competes in the Virginia Intercollegiate Chtb Conference which Hott
helped to organize. Other teams in the league
are the University of Virginia, Virginia Tech,
Virginia
Commenwealth
University,
Washington and Lee University and the
College of William and Mary.
Last weekend JMU's team won the state
tournament by scoring 20 points out of a
possible 24. A point is received for each match
won Hott explained.
David Strickland won the number two
singles and JMU's men won both of the doubles
matches as Strickland and Wes Snead teamed
up and Matt Hancock and Keith Goodacker
formed the second team.
The women took three out of the four women
took singles titles as Kathie Donahue, Susan
White and Stacey Cole captured the second
through fourth positions respectively. Donahue
and number one singles player Cathy Yost
teamed up to win the number one doubles
match, while White and Cole took the second
doubles match.
Like most club sports here, Hott hopes that
racquetbaH will soon be recognized as an official varsity sport.
"We would like to get under the umbrella of
the athletic department" Hott said. "We'd
just like for the school to pay for things like
transportation."
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HAVE FUN AND GET
CREDIT
TRY ORIENTEERING

ZALES'GREAT
14 KARAT GOLD
BUY
18" "S" CHAIN
$21.88 AND

Introduction to Orienteering... 2 credit hours
6201MSCI m/PE152 1000-1145 MWF
6210
402
1400-1545 MWF
A BLOCK4 COURSE.

BRACELET

$1288!

This course introduces the student to orienteering, a
challenging life time sport that requires both mental
and physical individual effort in an outdoor
environment. It is designed to provide the student
with the necessary knowledge and skill to
successfully participate in organized orienteering
events to the intermediate level. Maps, compasses,
and textbooks are provided by the Department of
Military Science. Ifyouhavequestions,
call Dominic Manocchio 433-6355

only thing better than one of these great
14 karat gold looks at a great price is each for
less than $25! And remember, gift-giving
season is right around the comer.

ZALES
The Diamond Store

OR STOP BY MAURY HALL ROOM G3

BEALLYOUCANBE.
JMUARMYROTC

Valley Mall
ZALES CREDIT INCLUDINC "W-DAY PLAN—SAME AS CASH"
MmterCmi • VISA • American Fxprrss • Cute Bbnrhr -Oinen Club
lUufttrattons enlargrd

Do You Have Any Ideas For
Trips For Next Semester ?

m

( 1 day trips, weekend trips or spring break trips )

If so, please fill out the form below and send it to the
UPB Office
BoxL35
Campus Mail

^~

or bring the form by the UPB Office
TRAVEL IDEAS

If UPB uses your idea

Place

you go free!

Location
Your Name

Ideas are on a first come

Telephone Number

first serve basis!
. ■ -11 in

r>&

I:CIV

i'.'

.i)i.

.i

,v, ■.M^Ui.i...' '. ».".l«!!|.^ V. .JH'.'.'JI! .J

"m1 WJ
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Classifieds
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For Sale
FOR SALE OR RENT: In the
city 2 story brick home
featuring 3 bedrooms, living
room, dining room, kitchen,
bath,
pine
floors,
full
basement on a nice size lot.
Only $45,900 Call Sandy
Marshall 289-5526 or Home
Law
Realty
433-2464.
FOR SALE: Excellent deal.
Stereo equipment in very good
condition. Two criterion 50-A
speakers ($90 for pair); dual
1009 turntable ($60). Call Bob
Bersson at home (433-1071)
between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m. or
leave message at Art
Department
(6216).

\Z'

i AM INDEED,

LONGTIME,
RICHARD! I'M
BUDDY! YOU
BACKINTOWN
SOUND
LOCAL! STARTING FROM
SCRATCH!

r

..AND I'M HAVING MY
FIRST MAKEOVER SESSION
WITH MONDALE TODAY AT
HIS LAW OFFICE!

INEEDEPANEW
UHAtMU
CHALLENGE,
RICK.
6AVE UP DOMB
SIGNED
ON
ING SYMBOLS
WITH..READY
FOR JERRY
F0RTHIS?..WALBROWN?
TER MONDALEl
\

TTS AN INCREDIBLE OPPCRWIY
FORME PICK'-1 REALLY THINK
WEVEGOTASHOTAT'SI'MONDALES PEOPLE HAVE GIVENMB
COMPLETE CARJB BLANCHE TO
CREATE A NmWAOERMUWE\

\

FOR SALE: Original advent
walnut speakers with new
external supertweeters. Pair
$175. 433-8702.

»v

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

sKj

4

MONDALE*
ARB YOU
SBRJOUS,
DUANE?

NEVERMORE!H&6CXN6
FOR IT IN'St. I'M IN
CHARGEOF SCRAPPING
HIS OLD IDENTIFICATION
WITH UBeRAUSM AND
JIMMY CARTER,
AND GIVING
/HIMAtHOLE
NEWPOLITICAL
PERSONA!

ANEWUAITERMONDALEimATAMWBOGGUNG THOUGHT.
AREYOUSUREYOU
KNOW WHAT VOWRB
DOING, DUANE*

D0NTWOPRY,
(TUALLBE
VERY TIGHTLY
CONTROLLED

I

THATSUHAT
7HEYSAJD
ABOUTTHE
NEWDfCK
NIXON.

HEY, CMON,
IF SOMETHING
UKEWATHAPPENEQlVPULL
THE PLUG.
I

A

m

FOR SALE: Female housing
contract. Call Sara 434-6256;
P.O. 3566 available immediately.
^

VINTAGE
CLOTHING:
1890's-l920's.
Yesterday's
collectibles, 115 W. Water St.
434-1955. Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
everyday.
FOR SALE: Complete stereo
unit with am-f m radio, 8-track
recorder, Gerrard turntable, 4
dimensional,
sound,
4
speakers, excellent condition.
Entire set-up priced to sell at
$100.
Call
434-3031.

ITS CERTAINLY GGAT
TO BE WORKING WfTH
YOU AGAIN, WALTER.
\IH0PEICANBEOF
7
- HELPTOYOURCAM-

I'MSURBYOU
CAN.DUANE.

IPEMEMBER
THEWONDERS

YOUIBEPTO
WORKFOR
CARTER.

ASIUNDBRSVWTT.YOUR
CHIEFWORRY
R16HTN0W6
Y0URIMA6E
PRO0-^
LEM.

AFRAIDSQ, DUANE.
WITH MAINSTREAM
LIBERALISMIN'DISARRAY, I'VEBEEN
LEFTWITHLVTA
VIABLE POLITICAL
PHILOS0PHY0R
PROG/MM.^

ASIDE FROM THAT, THOUGH, TM IN
PRETTY GOOD SHAPE. TVE60TA
STRONG CAMPAIGN SWF, SOLID
FINANCIAL BACKING, AND THE
EARLY SUPPORT OF MANY FHRTY

HOW ABOUT YOUR
UNDER CONFtRE-IN-THE-BELLY TROL. I'M
PROBLEM*
WILLING TO
\
KILL NOW.

Help Wanted
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer
and year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500-$l200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write
UC Box 52-VA-4 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.

gg^jigg
Start*OiwCampui

by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty

HELP
WANTED:
Information on Alaskan and
overseas employment. Excellent income potential. Call
312-741-9780 extension 3131.

Services
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
SERVICES
AVAILABLE:
Term
papers,
theses,
resumes, etc. available IBM
Selectric, too. Call 433-8685.
CUSTOM MATTING AND
FRAMING: Museum
mounting, french matting,
frame and art restoration.
Reasonable prices. Pick up
and
delivery.
433-8766.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
SERVICE: Both pica and elite
on self-correcting typewriter.
Call Mary Lou Glick, 879-9962.

<t

TYPING SERVICE: is years
experience;
dissertations,
theses, reports, etc. Double
spaced material 85 cents per
page. Call Mrs. Price, 8799935.
ELECTRONIC
EARRING
AND PIN: Hot, red Love Lite
comes complete with a minibattery. Guaranteed to lite up
your nite life. Send $6.00 for
one or $10.00 for two to:
TRADING,
Box
1007-A,
Warwick. «B-L
02888.

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell, Scott McClelland
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Lost
LOST: On Sunday afternoon
maybe in Wilson Auditorium
or on South Mason between
campus and Gratton, a key
ring wih one VW key and one
apartment key. White plastic
board attached with lettering
"Valley news". If found
please
call,
434-0457.

Zor
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by Bryan Gallagher

For Rent
APARTMENT FOR RENT:
Across from JMU. Two
bedrooms furnished. Four
people $100 each. (Price includes heat and water). Call
Debra at 434-3491 after 7 p.m.
or leave name and phone
number in mail slot at 71S
South Main St. Apartment 7
(beside of Baptist Student
Union).
BEDROOMS FOR RENT: 342
Monticello Avenue. Nice
corner room for two girls, $100
a month each. Also, a room for
one, all twin beds. Hopefully
no smokers, can talk further.
Call 434-7635.

Personals
CONGRATULATIONS: Kip,
Billy, Jim, Dave, John H.,
Van, John M., Jeff, Dan, Ken,
Bill, JohnS., Robbie, Rex, and
Warren. You're one hell of a
bunch of guys! YOUR
BROTHERS
NO FAT GUYS: 1st annual
Anorexia-a-thon commemorative T shirts on sale
now. Only $2.00 to order call
Nancy at 4056 or at 434-7480.
Deadline. Nov. 20th 8:00 p.m.
Don't be a losing Scbween.
Buy one or forever wheeze
cream of wheat through your
nostrils.
JMU SWIMMING MEN vs
CLARION STATE: Monday
Nov. 23 1981 3:00 p.m. Godwin
Hall.
THE
ROACH
HEY GHETTO BOY: Is your
girlfriend a "Brickhouse?" or
are you "too hot to trot?" Oh
sorry I forgot that you "feel
sanctified," and #le is "three
times a lady." Have a "jive"
day.
BLACK
BETTY
STRIKES
AGAIN

new4oii«cl strength and
+or K'iS loaauHVul.&aw loir,
cloth hiaae. +WYItt* wWe cai

Triurn pWivt! j, Zor -travels
te*Mrd hlsshipjwneri'fromtKe
trees ecKoes s\\y latter.

Foster Dog

by Lance Foster

HEP CAT.' HEARD rooR NEW ROOM
MATE IS A LITTLC SrftAK)C?E-Q
'WELL.. MAYBE,BUT 5HL
5EE
^S To KNOW A LOT oF&UYi'
I HEd.RO HER SAY SHE WAS
* TURNING OUT ABJ TODAY
AWbWORWirJC,ON CLAY JoN I l»«T.'

SH6 */Oft.K6D |M OlUM
MAY©6 SHE CA'tC-Urt. COYS
IN HER. Pi«,MiMO CJ-ASS.NO
TBU.W WHATS l»N» THAT
TACKLE Box SHE CARRtCSl
EVERY WHFRS

eVEAj HAS A CLA^WHCU

SHE

THEY THROW POTTCRY
JUW SOUWDS LIKE YOUR.

*

EUEH.Y6A.Y ABSTRACT ART
MA,40*,_TC> ME
■%I-I»I,II^

>.. ^

A«r MORGT AftTStC

^B^i

JOKES AWD X'LI_
HIT

YOUWITH

-^

TO THE LOVE OF MY LIFE:
Wishing you the happiest*
Birthday ever! You're so very
specia 1 to me and I' U never let ■
you get away. Thanks for
putting up with me, I owe you
twelve pies. Wanna have a
slumber party sometime?
Always love you, POOP
NUMBER
TWO.
HEY SEX GODDESSES:
Formerly of W.P.: Prepare
for the return of Troglodyte
madness and Permian funk,
cause THE STORK returns to
JMU.

DEAREST ROBERT
YODER: I haven't forgotten
you. Don't forget these Eagle
eyes watch" every move you
make. Hope your audition
with the "Madison Scouts"
went well. Remember Rob, I
love
you.
NARCILET
TO GIBBY SMITH: Saw you
at SPE Midnight Madness, I
think I'm in love. Your Eagle
Admirer-.
PRAISNER: Sweet 19 and
never been Legally kissed.
Happy Birthday! Hope it's the
greatest. TIM and AMY.

Send a Pilgrim Personal

SUSIE: Occasionally, I say
dumb things...Well, alright
frequently I say dumb things.
I'm .sorry I made you cry. I
only want to make you laugh. I
love you. Jodi. P.S. Was I
always
this
weird?
3:37, 19:08. 1:48, ».», 2:M,
2:00, 48 1:59, 4:«. 2:13 Later.
DEAR SUGARLIPS: Thames
a lot for being there when we
needed you. It's brotherly love
like yours that makes our
campus life more enjoyable.
Have a terrific week. We love
you.
ONBB
&
FBF

Break On Thru.

RADICAL ROBT: Best wishes
for a good show. Wish I could
come to the opening. Are you a
Madison Scout? Beth says you
are BB's urban punk. L.D.B.
WOODPECKER: It takes two
to discover the purpose of the
moon. I think I'm squeezing
into your secret, but this
secret we share has no
ultimate conclusion, instead
the mystery can be solved
only if we travel together
toward an unreachable star,
will you go there with me?
JELLY

by Mark Legan

Beowse ofc.A*6/VES

Tell That Special Someone to
Stuff It...

DID tor
BftiWfe MIS AfOTFS, Hff f*0-

cgeoeD TO tftn#€ OFF-rye
TOP OF MIS HEAD—

Or
Tell Them How Much You Really Care
All Pilgrim Personals
Cost .50 for up to 50 words
and must be submitted by
2 pm Friday, Nov 20
.'/•o.

.i.ji

,iO;\V.;. M
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The right to vote
The Virginia Student Association of Higher Education plans to
lobby the General Assembly for a student member on all Boards
of Visitors of state-supported schools. Good. The proposed student
memoer wuuia noi be awe to vote. bad.
Any student member on the Board of Visitors, here or anywhere
else, should have a vote. Sitting on a Board without a vote is like
writing a letter without having a stamp. The writer can say all he
wants to but cannot send his message home.
The Board of Visitors is the highest level of university government. It controls the policy and the pursestrings of the school. The
Board controls the university; students are the university. The
tuition they pay makes them stockholders deserving an active
voice and vote in university affairs.
Although the Board is a public body which conducts open
meetings, meeting agendas are not publicly announced, leaving
students little opportunity to voice complaints, suggestions, or
opinions on specific issues.
Also, James Madison University's Board does not always meet
on campus, and students wishing to attend might not be able to
afford travel costs. The state pays for Board members'
travel costs.
Even if students did make their views known to the Board, their
efforts are worthless without the ability to consummate them
with a vote.
Board members now are appointed by the governor, but a
student member should be elected by students to ensure the
representation of the student majority. The student should not
simultaneously hold any other office in university government so
that full attention'could be given to the job.
The position could not be abused — each Board member has
only one vote and decisions are made by the majority.
Students have a valid interest in the Board of Visitors. They
should be represented with a voice and a vote.

JMU test bank good investment
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By SYLVIA MALL
"It's up to you."
While this phrase is overused, it is appropriate to describe the attempt to establish a
test bank in the JMU library.
The purpose of the test bank would be to
provide students with copies of old exams as
supplements to studying notes and reading.
The Student Services Committee, headed by
David Harvey, is the main coordinator of this
project.
Both students and faculty arc
receptive to the idea, yet only a few people
have taken any definitive action to promote the
project. This is unfortunate, because the idea
is sound and warrants effective support.
Perhaps the strongest argument supporting
the test bank is the benefits students would
receive through such a system. Old tests
would give students a general idea of what to
expect of a certain course and instructor.
Students would have set questions to "pretest" their knowledge of the material.
Old tests would also aid students in determining their progress and chances in a particular course. Some instructors believe in
giving only mid-term and final exams, both
after the add-drop period. In this case,
students are forced into a do-or-die situation.
A student faced with only two exams has
nothing to base his expectations on and is at a
disadvantage, since students tend to do better
on exams as they become more familiar with a
professor's method of testing.
The idea of a test bank is certainly not new.
In fact, several select groups at JMU, such as
certain athletic teams, have collections of old
tests at their disposal.
David Harvey said he has checked with
several administrators and such test banks are
definitely not a violation of the honor code.
Many fraternities and sororities have also
set up test banks. Ken Biggs, a member of
Kappa Sigma fraternity, has been very active
in organizing their test bank and feels the
system is very beneficial. He says a lot of the
brothers take advantage of the files and find
them extremely useful.
Kappa Sigma's procedure is to ask brothers
to supply any old exams they feel would be
useful, and they occasionally approach a
professor and request copies of old exams.
The existence of these few test banks is what
prompted David Harvey to suggest the
establishment of such a system for the general

student body and not just the privileged few.
He said the biggest problem is getting students
to help establish the test bank since most
faculty members are willing to provide the
exams as long as they are sought after, picked
up, and filed by others.
a
This is a valid attitude. It is the students and
not the faculty who would benefit. The only
thing professors would get out of the test bank
is additional work. ^
Students must get involved in order to
alleviate some of the extra work, thus making
the idea more appealing to more faculty
members.
Some professors have taken the initiative to
voluntarily place copies of tests on reserve.
However, the number is very small and most
students are unaware that any tests are
available.
Another problem facing this project is the
actual organization of the test files. Mr. Edward Gibson, library administrator, is
working with the Student Services Committee
to collect copies of old tests and place them on
reserve in the library. This is not an easy task,
since it is presently up to Gibson and the ninemember committee to approach over 200
faculty members and obtain the old exams.
Expecting such a small number of people to
accomplish such a project in a reasonable
amount of time is ridiculous. So far, only 13
faculty members have responded to the recent
requests for exams. While this is certainly a
step up in the process, it is far from adequate.
The test bank project is still in its initial
'stages and will be totally voluntary. While
some schools require faculty members to
supply old exams, no such policy presently
exists at JMU. It is up to faculty members to
cooperate and students to volunteer time and
assistance to the Student Services Committee.
Even though problems exist in the establishment of a test bank, the idea is valuable enough
to deserve a dedicated effort to see that such a
system is set up. The project will require a lot
of work, but the end results will overshadow
any sacrifices that must be made along the
way.
Students must take the first step to establish
the momentum for this project. It would be
unfortunate to see them remain idle while a
project that could be so beneficial to them lies
dormant.
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Headers' Foru
Draftees: selective service vs. selective duty

To the editor:
This letter is in response to
Jim Scarborough's letter to
the editor in the Nov. 9 issue of
The Breeze attacking the
remarks made by Master Sgt.
Ted' Goebel in the article
"Yes, I had to kill people."
It is obvious to me by the
"Golly Sergeant" phrase
beginning one of Mr. Scarborough's paragraphs that he
obtained
some
of
his
education on this topic from
the old "Gomer Pyle" TV
series. And, as he addresses
Goebel as "Sarge," may I
assume he also addresses his
professors as "Doc" to show
an equal amount of respect
and sophistication?
Obviously, Mr. Scarborough
thinks very highly of himselfif
he believes he is in a position
to present Goebel with any
kind of award.
I believe there is another
angle to the opinions exPassed by GoebeT Maybe in
revealing to us that for many

men, Vietnam was probably
the best thing that ever
happened to them, he was
referring to their having a
chance to be exposed to and
involved in an international
level affair and being forced
to realize things about
themselves, their potential
and their lives that otherwise
would not have been tested.
For example, my brother,
the late Sgt. Robert Gooden
(not a combat death), who
was drafted in 1966, wrote
home at one point stating he
was learning a lot through his
classes in the Army and was
glad he was there. Sure, he
had a job at home, but I
believe the Army gave him
insight into his potential in
other areas and he probably
would have seeked a different
type of employment and
additional education had he
returned home.
When Goebel informed us
that "many of them (draftees) would have just been

sitting around here not doing
anything" and "If they hadn't
gone to Vietnam, they
probably would have still been
outdoing nothing," maybe he
meant that, in his opinion
(which I share), the men
physically, mentally, and
otherwise eligible to serve
their country had a certain
obligation or duty to do so.
Had they not been drafted
they would probably have not
fulfilled their obligation on a
voluntary basis.
They probably would not
have felt a need to get involved in the country's affairs. I believe this would
constitute "doing nothing."
Sure, lots of people vote and
fly the flag, but to me it is not
a good feeling to have people
select to what extent they will
participate in our country's
security.
Why should the
"black kid from Norfolk who
had his brains blown out in
'63" be standing on a street
corner or still be employed

while others risk their lives
honoring their government?
Incidentally, he could have
had his brains blown out at
home.
Believe it or not, the Army
teaches discipline, leadership,
and honor. It exposes men to
the idea of being a small part
of an overall scheme, a
scheme with a purpose:
protecting our homes, our
families, our rights, and every
free
thing
America
represents. This creates a
feeling of comradeship that,
as I understand, is an entire
feeling all its own.
Whether we belonged in
Vietnam was probably not of
very much interest to Sgt.
Goebel because he is sworn to
fight for his country under
whatever orders he is given.
I am positive that due to his
commitment, professionalism
and experience, he views our

country on a much larger
scale than one could imagine.
I am sure glad we have
Goebel and others who devote
their lives to protecting
America and supporting her
relationships
with
other
countries so we may always
fly our flag with pride and
dignity. I do not, however,
feel
very
comfortable
knowing there are people who
have to decide if they want to
serve their country, determine if there is a purpose in
doing so, and are so concerned
about their own opinions and
well-being that they accept
the privileges and freedoms
that come with living in
America at the cost of other
people's lives.
I would like to ask Mr.
Scarborough if he has
documented proof that every
draftee sent to Vietnam
became a casualty.
You disgust me.
Martha Gooden

<^TRReaders,
write!
Readers' Forum is an
opportunity
for
the
students, faculty and staff
of
James
Madison
University to voice their
complaints, confessions,
corrections, compliments,
convictions
and plain
contrary opinions.

Send letters to the editor
to The Breeze, Wine-Price
Building. Typed, doublespaced
letters
are
preferred; all letters must
include the author's name,
address and telephone
number.

3"
Don't leave JMU
without them

Debating uncovered activities
To the editor:
Now that we are quite
cognizant of the fact that
students pass bad checks,
abduct Twinkies from Stopln,
and forget to take the Pill on
at least six occasions each
month, perhaps it is time for
The Breeie to re-discover
academics at James Madison
University.
Did The Breeze just dismiss
the thought, or did someone
forget to tell them there is an
educational aspect of the
university? It is merely a
trend to forget academics, I
told myself. But after the
story predicated on the
conjecture
of Stop In's
manager about JMU students'
^shoplifting tendencies, I was
( convinced that the potential to
see the finale of this trend was
nonexistent, at best.

Certainly there is more to do
than bombard us with these
unfounded,
quasiinvestigative treats.
If
nothing else, just let Mr.
Butters do more comics!
I write in self-interest, but
hopefully a warranted one.
Apparently, academic
organizations
have
the
inherent inability to attract
the interest of The Breeze's
staff. The forensics team, of
which I am a member, is one
of these organizations.
The forensics team consists
of two components: debate
and individual events.
Members of the forensics
team research, organize, and
practice oral arguments,
speeches, drama, prose or
poetry interpretations for
intercollegiate competition.
Despite
the
obvious
academic nature of this activity and the success of the

program as a whole, The
Breeie has seen fit to consistently ignore publication of
our competition results.
For myself, I suppose there
should be no complaint
because my debate partner,
John Humphreys, and I were
recently deemed newsworthy
and received news coverage;
probably too much coverage.
Unfortunately, the rest of
the team's performance at
recent tournaments, which
without question deserved
recognition, received none. It
is for these people that I
regret
The
Breeze's
nescience—or to be less harsh,
its oversight.
There is bound to be room
for news coverage
of
academic programs and
activities in the school
newspaper.
Dane Butswinkas

To the editor:
Yes, I suppose I should have
heeded Carl Maiden's advice
and purchased travelers
checks. Everyone knows him,
but how many will listen? I
was a victim, robbed of all
$200, excluding a penny.
A fresh alumnus, I had
returned to my alma mater
from an Army school in
Arizona.
I stopped in at
James Madison University
after iny long trip to see how
the students and my friends
were getting along.
There I was dozing con
tently in the TV room of
Chandler Hall. Snuggled in a
sleeping bag, my clothes lay
closely, and I thought safety,
nearby.
While I was
dreaming about the great
college days goneby—when
everyone seemed respectful of
others' property—the culprit
slithered slyly up to my bag
and took my trousers from
beside me.
I awoke early that morning
to jog with that special girl in
my life, only to find that I
would have to meet her
pantless. The cad not only
stole my money but snuck
away with my trousers. Is
nothing sacred?

Standing bewildered at the
center of the room, the maid
handed me .my trousers,
which she had found in the
rest room next door.
This is a letter to all JMU
students. I believe most of
you are good and honest
people. However, there are
some among you who do not
possess the decent character
that is indicative of James
Madison University. I could
have been any one of you,
preparing to return home for
Christmas or preparing for
Spring Break. Buy travelers
checks. Don't be gullible;
don't be made a fool. That
hurts more than losing the
money.
Come tax time I'll take the
loss off on the long form. As
for the thief, if you possess the
intelligence to read, I hope
you needed the money. My
only consolation may be that
you have some conscience and
that this experience will wear
at your peace of mind for a
long, long time.
I hope all of you will protect
yourselves. I have learned
to—the hard way.
LL Matthew AUrfch, USA
Former Resident Advisor,
Chandler Hall
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Survey finds little difference in grocery prices
By DONNA WHITE
Mick-or-Mack and Kroger offer
lower grocery prices than Safeway,
Red Front and A&P, but not much
lower, according to a recent pricing
sample taken in Harrisonburg
Of 26 items surveyed, 22 were
available at all five stores. Beer, a
popular commodity among college
students, is not sold at Red Front or
Mick-or-Mack, and therefore was
eliminated from the survey. Other
items were eliminated because the
stores did not carry the same brand or
quantity.
The 22 remaining items cost $31.99
at Mick-or-Mack, while Kroger sells
them for $32.21, a difference of 22
cents. Kroger had nine of the lowest
priced items; Mick or Mack had
eight. Together they accounted for
about three-fourths of the lowest
prices in the sample.
The items cost the most at Safeway,
totalling $33.41. Red Front's total was
$32.85, and A&P's total was $32.74. But

* the difference between the lowest
total at Mick-or-Mack and the highest
at 'Safeway was only $1.42, or 4.5
percent.
Shoppers may choose a store
depending on the distance they must
A travel, the quality of the meats and
produce available, or kind of the
service provided by the store.
The lowest meat prices for the
items selected were found at Mick-orMack. Brand name hot dogs, bacon
and bologna, and each store's fresh
ground beef were priced. The prices
at Mick-or-Mack were lowest for all
four meats. Kroger did charge the
same price of $1.39 per pound for
ground beef, but no store underpriced
Mick-or-Mack.
Produce was priced lowest at Mickor-Mack and Red Front, but prices did
not account for quality, which varies
greatly from store to store.
Dairy prices fluctuated a lot between stores. For example, the price of
a half-gallon container of Shenan-

doah's Pride Vitamin D milk ranged
from $1.15 at Mick-or-Mack to $1.33 at
Safeway. Of the seven dairy products
sampled, Kroger had three of the
lowest priced items, giving it slightly
better dairy prices than the other
stores. Mick-or-Mack and A&P each
had two of the lowest prices. A dozen
Grade A medium eggs were priced
lowest at 75 cents at both Kroger and
A&P, while Mick-or-Mack and Red
Front sold them for 91 cents. They
were 93 cents at Safeway.
General grocery items were priced
lowest at Kroger. Items sampled
included national brands of peanut
butter, soft drinks, tuna fish, canned
vegatables and washing machine
detergent. Red Front had the lowest
priced canned soup and saltines.
Safeway matched Kroger's price on
canned vegetables and A&P matched
Kroger for detergent price. All five
stores carried Sunbeam 20-ounce
loaves of bread for 99 cents and half-

pound bags of Lay's potato chips for
$1.29.
Beer was available at A&P, Kroger,
and Safeway. Budweiser was lowest
priced for six 12-ounce cans at Kroger
on sale for $2.49, but it regularly sells
for $2.83. A&P sells it ^or $2.79.
Safeway sells it for $2.89. Beer is run
on sale often at grocery stores, so the
prices vary from week to week.
Each store carries a variety of
brands for each item used in the
survey, some of which were less
expensive and some of which were
more. Items were chosen because of
their availability at all five stores to
ensure fair comparisons.
The Safeway surveyed is located at
20 East Gay St.; Kroger is on U.S.
Route 33 East; and A&P is in the
Cloverleaf Shopping Center.
There are two Red Fronts and two
Mick-or-Macks in Harrisonburg. The
Red Front sampled is at 677 Chicago
Ave. and the Mick-or-Mack is at 150
East Wolfe St.
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Sometimes convenience is more important thanprice
By DAVID HERRELL
Need food or beer in a
hurry?
When time is the most
important factor, the small
food stores in Harrisonburg
may be the best place to shop.
Convenience stores such as
Werner's Market, 7-11, StopIn, Midway Market and
University Market serve the
shopper who is looking for one
or two items rather than a
week's supply of food.
These five stores were
surveyed recently for prices
of beer, hot dogs and bread,
items often purchased by
hurried students.
University Market, located
on Port Republic Road,
charges $2.75 for one six-pack
of 12-ounce Budweiser cans;
Midway Market sells the
same item for $2.79; Stop-In
for $2.85; Werner's Market on
South High Street for $2.88; 711 on South Main Street for
$3.09.
Here are the survey prices
for four other brands of beer:
Miller, six-pack of 12-ounce
cans: University Market,
$2.29 (on sale); Midway
Market, $2.55; Stop-In, $2.75;
Werner's Market, $2.75; 7-11,
$3.09.
Schlitz, six-pack of 12-ounce
cans: Midway Market, $2.19
(on sale); University Market
$2.29 (on sale); Werner's
Market, $2.75; Stop-In, $2.85;
7-11, $2.99.
Strohs, six-pack of 12-ounce
cans: University Market,
$2.55; Midway Market, $2.55
Stop-In, $2.85;
Werner's
Market, $2.88; 7-11, $3.09.
Michelob, six-pack of 12ounce cans: 7-11, $2.59 (on
sale); University Market,
$3.05; Stop-In, $3.09; Midway
Market, $3.15;
Werner's
Market, $3.19.

A one-pound package of hot
dogs costs $1.69 at University
Market, followed by $1.79 at
Werner's Market and Midway
Market. Stop-In charges $1.99,
and 7-11 charges $2.35. Hot dog
brands varied from store to
store.
Stop-In sells a 20-ounce loaf
of Sunbeam bread for 85 cents.
Werner's
Market
and
University Market charge 99
cents for the same size and
brand bread. 7-11 sells a 22-

ounce loaf of Wonder bread
for 97 cents.
All of the stores except
Werner's Market and Midway
Market sell sandwiches and
other items which can be
warmed in their microwave
ovens for a quick, no-mess
meal.
Prices do not seem to be the
main concern for the shopper
who wants to pick up a few
items quickly. Availability of
items is most important to

them. The convenience stores
surveyed all seem to maintain
a good stock of often-used
items.
Stop-In on Port Republic
Road and 7-11 on South Main
Street are open 24 hours a day.
Werner's Market on South
High Street is open Sunday
through Thursday, 8 a.m. to 9
p.m. and Friday and Saturday, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Midway
Market on Warsaw Avenue is
open
Monday
through

Saturday, 9 a.m. to midnight
and Sunday from 10 a.m. to
'midfright. University Market
'on Port Republic Road is open
approximately 10 a.m. to 9
p?m. daily. Other convenience stores in
Harrisonburg are: 7-lls on
East! Gay Street, Reservoir
Avenue, Chicago Avenue and
North Main Street; Stop-In on
South Main Street; and HopIns on Pleasant Hill Road and
West Market Street.

Beany Hillmer. a James Madison University student, makes a convenience purchase at Midway Market in Harrisonburg

.

